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Sharing the journey
As an organisation, we could not
achieve all we do without some
very special partnerships that
have supported us along the
way. Foremost is our partnership
with Bakers Delight, which this
year reaches the phenomenal
milestone of 15 years! Read more
about how we’re celebrating this
achievement on page 15.

It seems fitting for my first
message in The Beacon to focus
on ‘Sharing the journey’.
I come to BCNA having spent
30 years working in community
services in Brisbane, Melbourne
and Canberra, and a year
volunteering at an HIV-AIDS
orphanage in northern Thailand.
I have worked in the fields of
child protection, corrections,
domestic violence, juvenile
justice and local government
services, such as parks, libraries
and community events.
Over the years, I have come
across people dealing with a
broad range of life challenges.
Invariably, I have seen these
challenges bring out resilience in
individuals that they never knew
they had. I have also witnessed
repeatedly the role that both
informal and formal support
plays in helping us in the face of
adversity.
I was attracted to the role
of BCNA’s CEO because of
this organisation’s long and
proud history of supporting
people affected by breast
cancer – women and men
with breast cancer, and their
families, friends and colleagues.
We do this in many ways: by
connecting women online

www.bcna.org.au

Christine Nolan with her dog Lili
and in person, ensuring their
voices are heard wherever
important decisions are made
that affect their treatment and
care, and providing high-quality
information to help women
make decisions that are right for
them.
In this issue of The Beacon you
will read stories from women
who have made their own way
along their journey, and those
whose journey was made a little
easier with the support of others,
sometimes complete strangers.

We also have other long-term
partnerships with sponsors such
as Berlei and Sussan, and we
work closely with policy makers,
health professionals, researchers,
government and other breast
cancer organisations who help
us improve the experience
of women when they are
diagnosed with breast cancer.
Just last month, our Chair,
Marg O’Donnell and I met with
Cancer Australia, the McGrath
Foundation and the National
Breast Cancer Foundation to
share information and continue
our collaboration.

us at beacon@bcna.org.au and
let us know what’s on your mind.
I look forward to sharing your
journey.

Christine Nolan
Chief Executive Officer

Celebrating
a special
partnership
This year marks 15 years of
BCNA’s partnership with
our Major Partner Bakers
Delight. Our annual Pink
Bun campaign will run
from Monday 11 May until
Wednesday 3 June and will
feature a new way to support
BCNA. See page 15 for more
information.

Our most valuable relationship
is with you, our members.
Hearing from women helps us
to understand your needs and
informs our strategic direction.
I look forward to hearing more
from you – please share your
story, connect with one another
on our online network, or email
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Issue of Concern
Dealing with the fear: will breast cancer
come back?
My main concern is recurrence.
Some days I feel so well and am
positive it is all over, and then
there are days spent thinking,
‘What if?’ Every time I get an
ache in my body I am reminded
of the fear of cancer. – Skye
The fear that breast cancer
will return is very common for
women who have had breast
cancer. At our community forums,
or on the phones, women tell
us, ‘I’m so scared it’s going to
come back’, or ‘My treatment has
finished but I’m worried about
every new ache or pain’.
If you have said or thought
similar things, you are not alone.
A recent survey of more than 200
young women diagnosed with
breast cancer found that more
than 70 per cent had significant
levels of stress and anxiety about
the possibility of their cancer
returning.

Normal feelings
It’s normal to feel anxious that
your breast cancer might come
back. Most women will feel some
degree of concern. It may feel

all-consuming at first, however
most women find that as time
passes they think about their
cancer less often.
Although it’s possible for
breast cancer to come back,
early detection and improved
treatments mean most women
never have a recurrence. Latest
statistics show the five year
survival rate for breast cancer is
now 89 per cent. Of course many
women live long and healthy
lives well beyond this period.
Your risk of recurrence will
depend on many factors,
including the pathology of the
breast cancer when you were
diagnosed. If you want to know
more about your personal risk,
it’s best to talk to a member of
your treatment team.

When fears are common
We know that the time
immediately after active
treatment (surgery,
chemotherapy and/or
radiotherapy) has finished is
a time when many women
stop and reflect on what has

happened to them. At this time,
appointments with specialists
usually become less frequent,
and you may not have many
chances to speak to your medical
team about your worries. This
can leave you feeling alone and
frightened.
Some women find that a
particular event can trigger fear.
This might be a special occasion
or anniversary, hearing about
someone else being diagnosed,
seeing or reading a media report
about breast cancer, attending a
follow-up appointment or even
passing the hospital where you
had your treatment.

What you can do
After finishing active treatment,
many women decide to live a
healthy lifestyle – eating well
and exercising more often. This
is a great decision, as there is
very good evidence that regular
exercise and maintaining your
ideal body weight can reduce
the risk of breast cancer coming
back. We also know that exercise
can help to manage some of the

long-term side effects of cancer,
such as fatigue, and can reduce
the risk of other diseases such as
heart disease and diabetes.
It’s also important to see your
doctor for your regular follow-up
appointments and tests, such as
mammograms and ultrasounds.
If you find the thought of this
daunting, try to plan something
nice to do afterwards – a
coffee with your partner or a
friend perhaps – so you have
something to look forward to.

Support for you
If you are finding it hard to
manage your fear that cancer
may return, it may be helpful to
talk to someone about this. You
can speak with other women
in a similar situation through a
local support group or by joining
BCNA’s online network at
www.bcna.org.au.
If you feel you need greater
support, your GP may be able to
help you with some relaxation
strategies or a referral to a
counsellor.

Help us turn the MCG pink on Mother’s Day eve
As most of you will be aware,
the Field of Women is not an
annual event and will not be
held this year. However, we are
excited to announce that we
are again partnering with the
AFL and Melbourne Football
Club to host a dedicated match
to support BCNA.
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The special match will be on
Saturday 9 May 2015 at 7.20 pm
at the MCG, featuring the clash
of traditional rivals Melbourne V
Sydney Swans. Held on the night
before Mother’s Day, this will be
a wonderful opportunity to pay
tribute to all mothers while raising
awareness and funds for BCNA.

Regardless of which footy team
you barrack for, you can support
the work BCNA does by buying
general admission tickets
through BCNA’s website, with
funds raised going directly to
BCNA to support our programs
and services. There will be
dedicated ‘Pink Lady’ bays, so

bring your family and friends,
dress up in pink, and get down
to the MCG to show your
support for a great cause.
There will also be a Mini-Field of
Women planted on the evening.
All visitors to the match are
welcome to write a personal
message of support for someone

Breast Cancer Network Australia

Ask the Expert: managing relationships
Jane Fletcher
Jane Fletcher is a psychologist and
Director of the Melbourne Psychooncology Service. Jane spoke
with The Beacon about issues
women may experience in their
relationships with partners, family
and friends.
How may relationships be
affected when someone is
diagnosed with breast cancer?
After diagnosis you may find
that your family and friends
draw closer to you and inundate
you with offers of practical and
emotional support. However,
you may also find that they
are not able to cope with the
enormity of the situation. This
can be hurtful and hard to
understand. Some friendships
may recover, especially if you
understand that your friends’
reactions are unlikely to be
personal. Others might be
struggling with the reminder
of their own past illnesses or
experiences.
Your relationship with your
partner may also be affected.
What the evidence tells us, and
what is highlighted in BCNA’s

affected by breast cancer and
display their message on a
silhouette.
Tickets are $25 general
admission. Proceeds from tickets
purchased through BCNA’s
website www.bcna.org.au come
directly to BCNA.

www.bcna.org.au

booklet ‘I wish I could fix it’:
Supporting your partner through
breast cancer, is that partners do
not necessarily help in the ways
that we need them to. They may
show their support in different
ways, such as through practical
tasks. Rather than feeling
resentful, it is important to talk
to your partner about what you
need and acknowledge that they
may be showing support in other
ways.

activities. This can greatly reduce
emotional distress.
Conflicts can arise, as this is a
time of great stress. If stress is
impacting your relationships, it’s
important to acknowledge this.
You might say, ‘I know I’m a bit
snappy at the moment, but I’m
finding it really difficult to cope
right now.’
How should we deal with
unhelpful comments?

Pick your supports carefully.
In times of illness, we need
relationships which help us feel
buoyed, happy and listened to.
We don’t need to feel exhausted
or depleted.

Friends may mean well and offer
lots of advice, but treatment
decisions are very individual
and it is important that you
do not feel pressured. It can
help to say, ‘I have a fantastic
treatment team. They are using
evidence-based medicine and
I’m comfortable with that’.

For some women, offers of
practical and emotional support
from family and friends can be
overwhelming. You may feel
worried about bothering others,
but people want to help. I always
encourage women to take up
offers of support – whether
it be babysitting, cooking, or
taking kids to after-school

It’s important that you feel able
to choose what you say and to
whom. If someone asks, you
might say, ‘I really don’t want
to talk about that right now’. If
people are continually asking
for updates, you might say you’ll
give a brief update, but that
you’d then like to have a ‘cancer
free zone’.

How can we better manage our
relationships?

How should we talk about
breast cancer with our
children?
It’s important to have honest,
age-appropriate relationships
with children. We don’t
necessarily need to tell them
everything, but we need to be
open so that kids are not hearing
whispered conversations and
imagining it is about them. Young
children often believe in ‘magical
thinking’ and may think they have
caused your cancer – perhaps
because they did not go to bed or
they yelled at you. It is important
to reassure children that your
cancer was not caused by them.
With any child, a regression to
a previous behaviour may be a
sign they are struggling. It’s also
important to remember that
older children may struggle too.
Acting out in teenagers is quite
common.
Talking to children is complex
and there are some fantastic
resources available. For more
information, contact CanTeen on
www.canteen.org.au or phone
1800 226 833.

Keep an eye on BCNA’s website
and Facebook page for more
information and regular
updates.
We hope to see you there!

Autumn 2015
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Neoadjuvant therapy – what is it
all about?
You may have heard that some
women have chemotherapy,
targeted therapy (Herceptin),
radiotherapy or hormone therapy
(or a combination of these) after
their breast cancer surgery. In
medical terms, this is called
adjuvant therapy or treatment.
Sometimes these treatments are
given before surgery. When this
happens, it is called neoadjuvant
therapy or treatment.
Neoadjuvant therapy may also
be referred to as preoperative
therapy, induction therapy or
primary systemic therapy. Women
may be offered neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, hormone
therapy, targeted therapy or, less
frequently, radiotherapy.
In some cases, neoadjuvant
therapy is required to reduce
the size of a tumour that is too
big to be removed surgically.
There are several reasons why
your breast cancer specialists
may recommend neoadjuvant
therapy for you:

•

To treat inflammatory or
inoperable breast cancer

•

To reduce the size of the
tumour so that you can have
breast conserving surgery
(lumpectomy) rather than a
mastectomy

•

To reduce the size of the
tumour so that a smaller
amount of tissue can be
removed, giving you a better
cosmetic outcome

•

To give you time to undertake
genetic testing if you have
a strong family history of
breast cancer – the result may
influence the type of surgery
you choose to have

•

To be able to observe
the effectiveness of the
treatment, which may give
you information about your
prognosis

•

If you are pregnant, to allow
you time to continue the
pregnancy and have your

baby before having breast
cancer surgery.
Increasingly, some smaller breast
tumours are also being treated
with neoadjuvant therapy where
the type of cancer is known
to respond well to particular
treatments. For example,
neoadjuvant chemotherapy
may be used for smaller
triple negative cancers, and
chemotherapy plus Herceptin
may be used to treat smaller
HER2-positive breast cancers.
Both these types of breast
cancers can be aggressive and
more likely to spread outside the
breast. Neoadjuvant treatment
offers a chance to destroy any
cancer cells that may have
already spread.
If your breast cancer is
hormone receptor positive
and neoadjuvant treatment
is desirable, you may be
offered neoadjuvant hormone

therapy. The most common
types of hormone therapy
medications are tamoxifen,
Femara (letrozole), Arimidex
(anastrozole) and Aromasin
(exemestane).
While there can be advantages
in having neoadjuvant therapy,
it is not for everyone. You may
feel uncomfortable knowing the
breast cancer is still in your body
while you are having neoadjuvant
treatment, and may prefer to
have your breast cancer surgery
as soon as possible. You may also
feel anxious about whether or not
the therapy is working, although
it is very unlikely that the cancer
will spread while you are having
treatment.
There are pros and cons to the
order in which you have your
treatment, so you and your
doctor must decide which is best
for your situation.

Research project to improve wellness
Researchers from the Queensland
University of Technology are
looking for women who have had
breast, blood or gynaecological
cancer to trial a new 12-week
healthy lifestyle program.
Previous research has shown
that some lifestyle behaviours,
including regular exercise and
healthy eating, can improve
quality of life in women who
have had cancer, and reduce
their risk of developing further
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cancers and chronic diseases
such as heart disease.

(tamoxifen, Arimidex, Femara,
Aromasin) are able to participate.

•

able to speak and read
English to Grade 10 level

The Women’s Wellness after
Cancer Program uses internet
and smart phone technology
to deliver a specially designed
healthy lifestyle program.

You may be eligible if you meet
the following criteria:

•

no secondary/metastatic
disease

•

Australian resident

•

computer literate

•

aged 18 years or older

•

•

treated for breast, blood or
gynaecological cancer

•

completed or almost
completed chemotherapy
and/or radiotherapy in the
last 24 months

own, or have access to, an
iPad or Apple computer for
the duration of the study
(12 weeks).

The project team is currently
looking for women who have
finished active treatment
(i.e. surgery, chemotherapy
and/or radiotherapy). Women
receiving hormone therapy

For more information, or to
register, visit the project website
at www.wwacp.info or email
wwacp@qut.edu.au.

Breast Cancer Network Australia
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Clinical trial finds new treatment
options for some young women

The SOFT trial recruited more
than 3,000 premenopausal
women with hormone positive
breast cancer from all over
the world, including Australia.
The trial was led by medical
oncologist Associate Professor
Prue Francis from Melbourne’s
Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre.
It compared the current standard
treatment for these women
(tamoxifen alone) with two new
treatments:
• tamoxifen combined with
some form of ovarian
suppression
• exemestane (Aromasin)
combined with ovarian
suppression.
Ovarian suppression treatments
stop the ovaries from producing
oestrogen, which is a driver of
hormone positive breast cancer.
Results of the trial showed that
adding ovarian suppression to
tamoxifen reduced breast cancer
recurrence rates for some young
women, but not all. The most
notable improvements were in
women aged under 35.
The group of women who had
breast cancers that were treated
with chemotherapy, and who
were still producing oestrogen
from their ovaries afterwards,
also had improved outcomes if

www.bcna.org.au

ovarian suppression treatment
was used. Women in this group
who received exemestane
with ovarian suppression had
better results than those who
received tamoxifen with ovarian
suppression.
Associate Professor Francis
said very young women with
hormone receptor positive
breast cancer are known to have
a higher risk of breast cancer
recurrence.
‘The results of this trial
will change treatment
recommendations for very
young women,’ she said. ‘I have
already changed the advice I
give young women.’
There were some additional
side effects experienced by
women who received an ovarian
suppressant, including hot
flushes and sweating, more
difficulty sleeping, and more
sexual side effects such as dry
vagina and lower sex drive.
Women who took exemestane
also reported more joint aches
and bone density changes.
The PBS does not currently
cover everyone who may benefit
from the ovarian suppression
drug used in the SOFT trial.
This means there may be a
cost of around $330 a month
for some women who receive
chemotherapy and choose to
have an ovarian suppressant
drug with either tamoxifen or
exemestane. BCNA understands
this may put this option out of

reach for some women. We will
be considering how we can raise
awareness of the need for this
treatment to be added to the
PBS for young women.
There are permanent methods
of ovarian suppression, such as
surgical removal of the ovaries
via keyhole surgery, which were

used by some women in the
SOFT trial. This would not be
suitable for women who hope
to regain their fertility and have
a family after their breast cancer
treatment.
If you have any questions about
the SOFT trial, you may like to
talk to your medical oncologist.

Master Course
Photo courtesy of Norman Oorloff, Progress Leader

A large international clinical
trial has found new treatment
options that reduce the risk of
breast cancer recurring in some
young women with hormone
positive breast cancer.

BCNA’s Maxine Morand with Master Course participants
In December last year, BCNA
hosted an Advocacy Master
Course for delegates to the
international UICC World
Cancer Congress which was
held in Melbourne. Eleven
delegates attended the
Master Course from countries
including Saudi Arabia,
Nigeria, India, The Philippines,
Taiwan and Malaysia. BCNA

staff developed a program
to provide participants with
skills to develop successful
advocacy programs in their
own countries. Feedback
received from the delegates
was that the Master Course
was a worthwhile and valuable
opportunity, and a good
addition to the World Cancer
Congress.

Autumn 2015
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BCNA surveys your experiences
with BreastScreen
I am glad the cancer
was detected by routine
mammogram … I continue to
recommend to women that they
have their regular check-ups.
In Australia, over 40 per cent of
women diagnosed with breast
cancer are diagnosed following a
regular screening mammogram
through BreastScreen Australia.
A screening mammogram is a
mammogram done when there
are no signs or symptoms of
breast cancer. They can help
detect breast cancer at an early
stage.
In September 2014, BCNA
undertook research with women
to find out about the experience
of being diagnosed with breast
cancer following a screening
mammogram.
236 women from our Review
& Survey Group completed an
online survey. Eighty per cent
(189) were diagnosed through

BreastScreen, while 18% (43)
were diagnosed through a
private imaging clinic and 2% (4)
were unsure.
The survey asked women about
a range of issues, including
whether they understood
what they were told when
first diagnosed, whether they
were given enough written
information to take home,
whether they understood the
information they were given, and
whether they felt supported by
the health professionals telling
them of their diagnosis.

Key findings
We were pleased to find that
86% of women (198) said
they understood most or all
of what they were told about
their diagnosis at the time of
their diagnosis, and 76% (176)
understood what would happen
next. Sixty-five per cent (146)

felt they were given enough
emotional support by the health
professionals delivering this
news, and 63% (145) felt they
were given the right amount
of information to help them
understand their diagnosis.
The staff were very empathetic
and understanding. They simply
and clearly explained the
situation to me.
However, 13% of women (29)
said they understood only a
little of what they were told, and
8% (18) understood very little
of the written information they
received. Many women talked
about the shock and disbelief
of being told they had breast
cancer, noting this made it hard
to absorb information during
their appointment.
I was quite shocked at the
diagnosis so didn’t really take in
a lot of the information.

One in five women (20%) said
they would have liked more
emotional support from their
health professionals, and 18%
(41) did not have a partner or
support person with them, but
wished they had.

Next steps
In October, BCNA presented
these findings at the national
BreastScreen Australia
Conference. Following the
presentation, a number of
BreastScreen representatives
were interested in discussing
the findings. This led to the
development of a larger project,
which BCNA will undertake in
collaboration with BreastScreen
services in a number of states in
2015. We will let you know the
results of this research through
our website and The Beacon.

BCNA’s new website is live!
BCNA is pleased to present our
members with a better online
experience with the launch of
our new website this month.
The website is the result of a
year-long project that involved
consulting with a broad range of
people affected by breast cancer,
including those diagnosed,
their family and friends, health
professionals and people who
want to support BCNA. Their
feedback has helped to shape
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the content and navigation of
the new site.
When you visit www.bcna.org.au
you will find:
• the same high-quality, up-todate information on breast
cancer you expect from BCNA.
We have also added some
information about breast
health and awareness, and
information about breast cancer
in languages other than English

• information about BCNA
and the work that sets us
apart from other breast
cancer organisations
• more about all the ways you can
get involved with BCNA
• an improved online network
experience to help you connect
easily with others
• the ability to access the
website from mobile devices,
which can be handy when

you are not in front of your
computer, such as waiting
for appointments or during
treatment.
We hope you enjoy finding your
way around the new website.
Please send us any feedback
to bcnaonline@bcna.org.au or
phone us on 1800 500 258.

Breast Cancer Network Australia
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In sickness and in health
Feelings! Men don’t talk about
their feelings! We drill holes in
stuff, dig bloody big holes in the
ground, fix broken down cars
and have sheds full of power
tools! Pffft, feelings.
When Em asked me to write an
entry on her blog from a bloke’s
perspective about having a wife
battling breast cancer, I was a
little apprehensive. Writing about
it means I have to come clean
with her about what I really think
and how I really feel.
Why don’t I start at the
beginning? 16 June 2011 was a
date that I will remember forever.
Emma was diagnosed with breast
cancer. When we finally met with
the surgeon for the first time, he
advised that mastectomy was the
only option available. I remember
looking at Em. I was surprised at
how well she seemed to take it.
I don’t remember her tearing up
at that point but rather asking
several more questions. It was
not until he advised her she’d
need to undergo four to five
months of chemo – that’s when
the tears started.

Suddenly, I’m a damn breast
cancer expert! I’m using medical
terminology, some of which
I’d never heard of before. HER2
negative, ERPR positive, DCIS,
BRCA2 gene, lumpectomy,
mastectomy, mammogram –
the list goes on. In addition, I’m
being told to go totally organic.
Why didn’t I know about this
before and why isn’t everyone
worrying about this stuff?
So what do I tell my girls
when they ask what’s wrong
with Mummy? Do they really
know what their mum is going
through? What do I say to Jazzy
when she says one of her little
pre-school friends said she
doesn’t like her mum’s hair? How
do I help my wife, the woman
I love, the mother of my children?
What the hell do I say when she
tells me she had a dream about
dying again last night? When she
says she feels like a ticking timebomb? When she tells me she’s
petrified this cancer will come
back, and she doesn’t want to
miss out on seeing our girls grow
up? To tell you the truth, I’ve been

hell am I going to do if Em is
not around anymore? How will
I raise them on my own? How will
I work? Pay the bills? Teach them
to be good, kind and considerate
young girls? Talk to them about
‘girlie’ stuff when they become
teenagers?

Emma, Ryan and family
making it all up as I go. Absolutely
winging it! I really don’t know if
the answers I provided were right
or wrong, but ultimately, I just
tried to keep as calm, realistic and
positive as I possibly could.
I have really only once thought
about the possibility of Em not
beating this cancer. We were
in the surgeon’s office after her
second round of surgery and
he was giving us the ‘stats’. Em
was given only a 35% chance of
surviving this cancer if she chose
to do nothing further. For me,
that was a significant moment.
My thoughts immediately turned
to my two little girls. What the

Emma is one of the kindest,
happiest, most caring people
you’re likely to ever meet. The
world would most certainly NOT
be a better place without her in
it! I just wish I could protect her
from this and make it all go away.
That’s what this all comes down
to. As her husband, I feel the
overwhelming need to protect
her and I struggle with the
realisation that much of this fight
is Emma’s and Emma’s alone.
We don’t sweat the small stuff
anymore. We enjoy spending
family time together and I want
to continue to have many, many
years to come with Emma by my
side.

Ryan, WA

What helped me through
I was diagnosed with breast
cancer in 2013. The My Journey
Kit from BCNA became my best
friend. It provided me with
the answers to many of my
questions, particularly when I
couldn’t sleep. I just used to read
through the night. I had so much
to learn in such a short time. It
helped me prepare for what I
was about to go through and
gave me so much knowledge

www.bcna.org.au

and understanding of this whole
breast cancer journey.
The diary from the kit has
gone everywhere with me, and
without it I would have been
lost. It certainly kept me on
track with all my appointments
and life in general. I am still
using it today. The kit was also
a very valuable resource for my
husband.

Recently the girls from my work
organised a fundraising pink bus
tour and luncheon in the Swan
Valley. Half the funds raised went
to BCNA. We had a great day
out dressed in pink, and raised
money through playing games
on the bus and partly through
ticket sales. We were all broke by
the end of the day but that was
okay as it was all for a good cause!

Christine, WA

Christine

Autumn 2015
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A journey made easier thanks to my family
‘Breast cancer’, diagnosed the
doctor; ‘no, not me’ was my first
response. I was upset and scared
of the unknown, but with the
love and support of my beautiful
loving family I have been able to
go through the process easily.
Fortunately I only needed a
lumpectomy, followed by a
second operation the following
week due to the finding of precancerous cells on the margin
of the lumpectomy, and then
radiotherapy.
My scare prompted my
daughters and granddaughters
to be tested. My eldest daughter
Narelle, 50, was given a

diagnosis of breast cancer. The
youngest daughter and one
granddaughter are clear, still
waiting for other results.
My family all went to
Tangalooma Island Resort for
the long weekend in October to
celebrate my big 70th birthday.
My daughter Helen suggested
we pay tribute to breast cancer
by wearing pink and white one
day. We had photos taken in the
gardens and on the beach.
I hope you enjoy the photos as
much as we did posing for them.

Carol (4th from left) and family

Carol, QLD

The people around me
extra pressure on him, of caring
for me and the rest of the family?’
It was after all of those thoughts
that I began to wonder, ‘How will
I get through this?’

When I was diagnosed with
breast cancer at the end of
April 2014, my youngest darling
daughter was only a few months
old. My eldest child was nearly
8, and my middle child had just
turned 7.

Eight months later, and with
the help of my husband, we
successfully fully weaned
our baby in a week. I had a
lumpectomy and six months
of chemotherapy. Next
is a prophylactic bilateral
mastectomy and reconstruction
this year.

At the time of the diagnosis, I was
told I would have to immediately
wean my fully breastfed baby to
accommodate further testing
and scans and to prepare for my
lumpectomy and chemotherapy.
Being a mum and a wife, my
immediate thought was towards
my family. ‘How will my baby
take to a bottle, when all she has
known is me feeding her?’ ‘How
can I be a good mum to my older
kids, and keep up with all that
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Christy with her daughters
is entailed in their lives, whilst
going through this?’ ‘How will
my husband cope with all this

We have managed to keep
our family life functioning as
normally as possible with a lot
of help from family flying in
from interstate and our friends
and church family close to

home. They have helped with
meals, talking things over, child
minding and play dates.
Three little lives are affected
hugely by what I am going
through. We have done all that
we can to minimise the effect
on the children. Talking things
through with them and allowing
time to process new information
has been of huge benefit. I have
learnt that my kids are so much
more resilient than I ever knew.
They are much loved, and we
have let them know that, and
have taken every opportunity to
show them.

Christy, QLD
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Coping in different ways
Four years later I got cancer in
my other breast. It all started
again, but the kids were more
positive second time around, as
they knew I’d beaten it the first
time – can’t say I felt as positive
as them.

My family all coped differently
when I was diagnosed in 2002,
aged 46.
My 17-year-old son preferred
not to talk about it and asked
that I wear my wig whenever
his friends came around as he
obviously hadn’t told them
anything.
My 15-year-old son confided
in his close friends and they all
called me ‘trekkie’, as my shiny
bald head reminded them of
something out of Star Trek! He
went on to do a thesis for his
HSC on whether a breast cancer
diagnosis changed women’s
spiritual beliefs. He interviewed
many different women after
contacting a breast cancer
group and seeking permission.
He obviously felt deeply about

My husband always remained
positive and was extremely
supportive and always tried to
keep my spirits up.

Kathryn and her husband
the whole thing, as this was two
years after my treatment.
My 12-year-old daughter
had a very hard time, as I was

diagnosed the week she was
starting high school and I just
couldn’t give her the time or
energy she needed.

I turn 60 next year and life is
good. My husband still makes
me laugh and my children have
grown into kind, caring adults
and all have lovely partners.
I have recently become a
grandmother with another due
at Christmas. I’m confident
I’ll make the old ladies home
one day!

Kathryn, NSW

The beginning of my new life
I met my husband-to-be online
two weeks before my diagnosis
of breast cancer, aged 31. It was
aggressive, which meant a radical
mastectomy, chemotherapy
and radiation therapy. I now
have a lifetime of hormone
therapy preventing me from
carrying children. After finishing
treatment, Paul took me to
Hawaii, where he surprised me
with a marriage proposal.
The wedding took place in
October 2014. The date was
almost two years from the
engagement so that I would
be through my treatment with
my hair grown back and with

www.bcna.org.au

time to fully enjoy the wedding
preparations in full health.
I had the most wonderful
experience designing a gown to
cover various scars. Our bridal
party was just ourselves and
Paul’s 11-year-old daughter,
Claudia. Given Paul is a classical
music composer, his string
quartet played the piece ‘Song
of Love’ as both my parents,
and then Claudia walked
me down the aisle. Paul also
wrote our wedding waltz. The
floral arrangements featured
blue hydrangeas, the colour
blue being my grandmother’s
favourite. The ribbon on my

of the breast cancer Pink Lady
signifying survivors, carried for
my grandmother who died of
the disease 20 years ago, and
all my ‘pink sisters’ – friends I’ve
made along the way who have
been affected by breast cancer.
After the honeymoon, we hope
to discuss surrogate options
to hopefully have a child using
my frozen eggs that I had taken
before chemotherapy.

Kim
bouquet was bound with white
satin ribbon, with a small pin

I hope this story will be timely for
those who want to see a good
news breast cancer story and to
raise awareness among young
women.

Kim, NSW
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For my mum
An instinct in me took over that
day and I held my mum’s hand
as the doctor gave us the news.
Even before she could finish the
sentence, I was sizing up my
competition – breast cancer. As
we walked away with our list of
appointments and information
we looked at each other with
tears in our eyes and I remember
saying, ‘I love you and there is
nothing in this world we cannot
beat’.
The impact of the diagnosis
wasn’t a negative or a sad
story to tell for us. Our family
pulled together, kept a positive
mind-set and always had room
for humour and laughter in
our days. Every night I’d blend

up our ‘Positive Juice’ packed
with carrots, celery, beetroot,
apples and ginger, with a side of
laughter.
The scars may be the only visible
sign of our experience with our
battle with breast cancer, but
it has made us stronger, more
positive and given us all greater
awareness and understanding of
breast cancer.
I have tremendous admiration
for my mum, going through
surgery, chemo and radiation
always with a smile and some
laughter. You are a star; I was
just your PA keeping everything
together! Love you, Mum.

Suzie, QLD

Suzie (left) with her daughter, mother

and grandmother

My main support
‘Your ultrasound doesn’t
indicate malignancy’. I heard
those words just before a
whirlwind of preparations for my
daughter’s 16th birthday party.
A week before the party I had a
mammogram, ultrasound and
core biopsy. And I had cancer.
We had the party, and the merrygo-round of surgery, chemo and
radiation started. My husband
promised he would be there
every step of the way. He was
muttering darkly about how
my diagnosis affected him and
how much he had to do in the
house. Meanwhile I was working
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full time (I am a nurse), teaching
my daughter to drive, cooking,
cleaning, shopping, etc. My
husband took me to my chemo
appointments but that was as far
as it went.
I remember sitting while the
chemo flooded my body,
jealously watching the ladies
who had partners or girlfriends
there with them. My whole
extended family had died and
any girlfriends who wanted
to support me were given
short shrift by my husband.
My daughter became my main
support.

It was she who helped me
when I couldn’t walk due to
peripheral neuropathy caused
by chemo, and who helped
around the house and came
to appointments when she
could because chemo brain had
addled my thinking.
Four months after treatment
finished I was back again, with
another primary. No chemo
this time, but radiotherapy and
a continuation of aromatase
inhibitors. I still worked, he still
grumped and my daughter was
still the main support.

Julie, ACT

Julie and her daughter

Breast Cancer Network Australia
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My diagnosis was not just about me
writing things at school like ‘I am
a bad luck charm because my
mum has cancer’. Her behaviour
in class deteriorated and she was
suspended from school.

My grandmother and mother
were diagnosed with breast
cancer at relatively older ages.
Given this, I had always been
assured that their breast cancer
was more likely to be an agerelated coincidence than due to
a genetic flaw. However, when
I was diagnosed last year at
the age of 43, things changed
dramatically.
A genetic link became far
more likely. My nine-year-old
daughter was the first one to
bring the topic into open family
conversation by alerting us to
the fact that ‘we have a real
tradition of breast cancer in
our family’ and ‘will I get it too?’.
We reassured her that it was
probably a coincidence, and
anyhow, a cure would be found
before she was old enough to
have to worry about it.

Cathie and her family
We did make light of it, but
it remained a source of open
anxiety for her (and private
anxiety for us). Unfortunately,

her anxiety was worsened by
the fact that she had somehow
convinced herself that she was to
blame for my cancer. She began

I delayed returning to work for
the rest of the year to support
her, to deal with whatever
behaviour had occurred each
day and to pick her up when she
was suspended. A psychologist
visited the school many times to
help her dad and me advocate
on her behalf. It was the worst
year of our lives, and cancer
became the least of our worries.
But, we took one slow step at
a time and thankfully made
it through. My daughter has
improved greatly and our lives
resemble normal!

Cathie, NSW

The journey we share – for my mum
The Journey – we share as one
We are all on the journey, the
patient, the carer, never asking
‘why?’

we stand by you as that is the
path we choose,
throughout the pain or sorrow
we live for each day,

but always saying ‘if we don’t
laugh we will cry’

It’s the little things that help us
see through the haze,

and at the end of the day we
love, we smile, feeling high or
low,

at the end of the day we walk
with hidden tears,

a day to say ‘hello’,

but we are there beside you to
help you with your fears,

and though we are not walking
in your shoes,

also on this journey, are the
doctors, nurses and staff too,

www.bcna.org.au

their strength, smiles and
support to help us all see it
through,
we embrace our journey with
love and warmth, the journey
we walk,
together to shelter from the
storm, the journey we walk as
one,
is one we will share and will
always be there.

Deb

Deb, NSW
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Book reviews
A year of medical
thinking
by S.K. Reid
Jane Curry Publishing,
Australia, 244 pages,
$24.95 RRP, 2014
The book A year of medical
thinking covers one year of a
woman’s journey as she copes
with life-challenging situations.
S.K. Reid introduces the
reader to the intricacies of IVF
treatment and shares her joy
and excitement when falling
pregnant. She also shares her
deepest emotions from the
disappointments of failing
treatments to the grief of losing
her baby.

This book will appeal to
anyone who has faced similar
experiences. It certainly touches
on medical issues like diagnosis
and treatments, but it still is a
personal, heartfelt account of
someone trying to cope with
very taxing life circumstances
rather than a clinical matter-offact report.

The patient chef
by Chris O’Brien Lifehouse
Ebury Australia, 128 pages
$24.99 RRP, 2014
This recipe book with a
difference, written by and for
people on their cancer journey,
captures the reader right from
the start. Hard times require
strategies for gaining physical
and spiritual strength and this is
what this book offers. The wide
range of highly nutritional and
healthy recipes is sprinkled with
personal stories and insights
of people touched directly or
indirectly by cancer – people
we can relate to and learn from.
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Seasons are often associated
with distinct feelings and moods
and the author has successfully
brought that together to
accentuate her life’s events. As
the seasons change, so does
she as she is forced to face and
reflect on the deeper meaning of
life. The book shows that as one
season rolls into the next, life
goes on as well and the reader
gets to share uplifting anecdotes
as well as heartbreaking
episodes. The book is written in a
very compelling way. It is a story
about self-discovery, courage,
inner strength and resilience.

Just at a point where she is
trying to come to terms with
this loss, she is diagnosed with
breast cancer. She describes her
own physical and emotional
rollercoaster facing this
potentially life-threatening
illness, which is deemed to
take away her deepest wish: to
become a mother.

There are also tips for carers.
I found the range of recipes to
be diverse and comprehensive
encompassing cuisines from
around the world. Based on my

The book is divided into chapters
named after the seasons of the
year.

Barbara Hasenoehrl,
Review & Survey Group member

own experience while going
through chemotherapy, I would
highly recommend the range of
juices such as the White Blood
[Cells] Count Juice. Salads and
snacks, as well as meat-free
versions of traditional recipes,
are also most suitable during
chemotherapy. I found them
to be some of the few dishes I
could eat over that period.

also taken on board tips such as
maintaining a food chart with
time/food taken each day to
monitor patient’s food and liquid
intake.

I’m not passionate about
cooking, but had this book
been available to me at the time
of my chemotherapy ordeal, I
would have definitely found it
to be an indispensable source
of proven recipes from ‘sistersin-fate’. My husband would have

The best news, of course, is this
wonderful collection of targeted
recipes offers a nutritional
and spiritual diet to cancer
sufferers all along their journey
of claiming their life back. It also
features recipes submitted by
BCNA members!
Happy cooking for longevity and
life enjoyment!

Maria Avdjieva,
Review & Survey Group member

Breast Cancer Network Australia

Profiling our
member groups
‘Get active and keep well’ online group
Deanne Singleton from the ‘Get
active and keep well’ online group
shares her motivations for making
healthy choices after a diagnosis
and some of the ways the group
supports women around Australia.
Being diagnosed with breast
cancer was definitely one of
the lowest points of my life.
Having to have a mastectomy,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy
over seven very long months
was tough, because I kept
feeling worse, not better.
Doing what I could to keep my
body healthy helped me to cope
with the physical and emotional
demands of treatment. My body
had a major problem, but it felt
good to control something when
so many other things were out of
my control.
Having treatment and recovering
from this took a big chunk out
of my life. I wanted to do all that
I could to regain and maintain
my health, so that I could make
the most of the rest of my life. I
just really hung onto this type of
thinking and still remind myself
of it constantly.
After my diagnosis, I became
much more aware of energy.
With treatment taking a lot of
this, I soon realised that I really
needed to do more of the things
that gave me energy and less
of the things that drained it.
Looking after my health and
wellbeing gave me energy
and this was really the best
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Deanne Singleton
motivation to keep on doing
this throughout treatment and
recovery.
Being a member of the ‘Get
active and keep well’ online
group has helped reinforce the
idea that I can do something
about minimising the chance of
recurrence. It is very inspiring
to read about other people’s
determination to live well after
treatment. It helps to connect
with like-minded women and
encourage each other to exercise
whenever we can manage it. The
group is a great place for ideas
about how to do this. I keep
setting new goals and achieving
them keeps me motivated.

Connecting
people

I think the biggest challenge in
my recovery was controlling my
thinking. Connecting with other
women through BCNA helped
me to realise very early on that
every person’s experience is
different. Keeping an open mind
about what might or might
not happen was something I
really tried to do. I also tried to
approach everything one step
at a time – what I could do to
get through the next hour, day
or week, rather than thinking
or worrying about things that
might be ahead somewhere.

A key part of BCNA’s mission is to
connect Australians personally
affected by breast cancer. We
welcome new Member Groups to
our network. They now total 317.

Now I am blessed with a oncein-a-lifetime opportunity to
celebrate and use my good
health and fitness, by trekking
to Mount Everest Base Camp
in April/May this year to raise
awareness and funds for cancer
prevention, treatment and
research. It will be my two-year
anniversary of diagnosis during
this time.

• Clayton Greek Cancer Peer
Support Group, Vic

We can achieve amazing things
if we let others help us. I will
get there thanks to the help
and support of my wonderful
family, some fantastic doctors
and medical staff, and dedicated
friends (especially my BCNA
friends), who have all helped to
motivate me to live the best life
I can.
For more information about
BCNA’s online network or to join
the ‘Get active and keep well’
group, visit www.bcna.org.au.

New Member Groups:
• Advanced Breast Cancer
Support Group, NT
• Anastasia Greek Cancer
Support Group, Vic
• Australia’s Next Top Models, WA
• Chinese Cancer Society
Victoria Cancer Support
Group (Footscray, Mandarin
Speaking, English Speaking,
Springvale, Box Hill), Vic

• Reclaim Your Curves – Breast
Reconstruction Support, NSW
• Sunbury Pink Ladies, Vic
• Women’s All Cancer Support
Group, NT
To find a group in your state or
territory visit www.bcna.org.au.
If you can’t find a face-to-face
support group in your area,
consider joining our online
network and connecting with
one of our online support
groups. We have more than 130
topic-based groups, including:
• Breast reconstruction
• Depression and anxiety
• Diagnosed and pregnant
• Inflammatory breast cancer
• Hormonal therapy
For more information, visit
www.bcna.org.au or phone
1800 500 258.
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Thank you
Thousands of generous
supporters across Australia
donate their time and money
to support BCNA. We would
especially like to acknowledge
significant contributions recently
received from:
• Alana Dawson, VIC
• ANZ Mobile Lending – Robin
Soulsby, VIC
• Artemis Lialios, VIC
• Barb’s Girls Embroidery and
Patchwork Group, VIC

• Julie Jenkins – Tumby Bay
Community, SA

• Reece Australia

• Immacolata Guardiano

• Richard Metcalfe, NSW

• Jean Brumfield

• Jye McBurnie and Wodonga
Community, VIC

• Rotary Club of Traralgon, VIC

• Jennifer Buchan

• Karen Cooley and Guriwal
Aboriginal Corporation, NSW

• Shannon Cross, VIC

• Jenny Berry

• Sonya Mawer, QLD

• Rosina Trombetta

• Stacey Holland and family

• Susan Crawshaw

• Susan Gedye, VIC

• Vicki Ward

• Suzi Ebeyer, VIC

• Victoria Attoe

• The Valley Private Hospital, VIC

• Megan Erbs, WA

• University of Tasmania, TAS

We are grateful for the donations
we received in their memory.

• Melissa Hermsen, VIC

• Warwick Breast Cancer Coffee
Club, QLD

Celebrations

• Katie Hynes, VIC
• Kristy Tull, VIC
• Medline Australia and New
Zealand

• Moree Breast Cancer Support
Group, NSW

• Carol Finley and Teresa Ellis, VIC

• National Council of Jewish
Women, WA section

• Caroline and Rachel Brown,
QLD

• Paul Paech, SA

• Alison Goucher

Thank you to those who
celebrated a special occasion
and asked for donations to BCNA
in lieu of gifts:

• Rebecca Jones, Terri Tholstrup
and Deb Shearer, WA

• Audrey Allison

• Fiona Geminder

• JBWere

• Catherine McEllister

• Judy Wills

• Jessica Bourke – B Friends,
Narooma, NSW

• Redlands Breast Cancer
Support Group, QLD

• Heather Adams

• Paula and Adam Farley

• Helen Both

• Vicki Innes

• Bernadette Johnson, ACT

Memorials
We pay tribute to the lives of:

Pink up for Pinks Sports Day 2015!
community, and encourage
them to pink up for Pink
Sports Day!

Sporting groups around
Australia are invited to ‘pink up’
for BCNA’s annual Pink Sports
Day over Mother’s Day weekend
(9–10 May)*. Pink Sports Day
is an opportunity for sporting
groups to show their support
for, and pay tribute to, people in
their local community who have
been affected by breast cancer. It
also helps to raise awareness and
vital funds for BCNA to help us
continue our important work.
It’s an easy and fun way for
sporting groups to unite for a
special cause and it’s guaranteed
to be exciting and very
rewarding for all involved.
Registrations are now open
online. It’s free to participate and
BCNA will provide a great event
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Pink Sports Day is supported by
Ambassadors Shane Crawford,
AFL Football Legend and Natalie
Medhurst, Australian Diamonds
and West Coast Fever netballer,
along with AFL Auskick, Netball
Victoria and Russell Athletic.
If you would like more
information about Pink Sports
Day or to register, please visit
www.bcna.org.au or email
pinksportsday@bcna.org.au.
pack with fundraising ideas,
posters, Pink Lady tattoos, Pink
Lady cut-outs, balloons, media
release templates, donation tins
and lots more!

We would love you to help us
continue to grow this fantastic
community event. Please
spread the word among your
family, friends, colleagues and

*While the campaign
traditionally runs over Mother’s
Day weekend, clubs can hold
their event on other days that
suit their fixtures and availability.
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Bakers Delight gives $15 million in
15 years to BCNA
BCNA’s longstanding partnership
with Bakers Delight began
15 years ago with a chance
conversation. Bakers Delight
husband-and-wife CEOs, Roger
and Lesley Gillespie, heard BCNA
founder Lyn Swinburne speaking
about her vision to grow a
national network for women
with breast cancer, following her
own diagnosis. Lyn had taught
their daughter, Elise (now Bakers
Delight’s Marketing Manager)
in primary school and they
immediately approached Lyn
with an offer of help.
The partnership has grown ever
since with BCNA still sharing the
Bakers Delight office building in
Melbourne.
This year the partnership reaches
an impressive milestone with
Bakers Delight having donated a
total of $15 million in funds and
pro-bono services to BCNA.
Each year since 2005, Bakers
Delight presents the Pink
Bun campaign as its annual
fundraiser for BCNA. This year’s
campaign will run from Monday
11 May until Wednesday 3 June
2015, with more than 600 Bakers
Delight bakeries across Australia
decorated in pink and selling
pink buns and paper Pink Lady
silhouettes.
During the campaign 100% of
the sale of Pink Buns and Pink

support of Bakers
Delight.

• urging your family and friends
to purchase pink buns too

BCNA founder Lyn
Swinburne describes
Bakers Delight’s
PMS 226
support for BCNA as
unique.

• writing a message of support
on a Pink Lady silhouette in
the bakery.
We hope all our members
across Australia will get behind
this year’s Pink Bun campaign
and use it as an opportunity
to personally thank your local
Bakers Delight for its support.

‘I don’t know of any
other company that
gives 100 per cent
Lesley and Roger Gillespie with BCNA of sales of a product
founder Lyn Swinburne in 2006 directly to support
the work of a charity.
They genuinely
Lady silhouettes is donated to
share our passion for helping
BCNA. This year Bakers Delight
Australian families affected by
will bake its five millionth pink
breast cancer. What is really
Bakers Delight has launched a
bun to support BCNA.
special about the partnership
new way for their customers to
is the commitment shown at all
‘The Bakers Delight annual
support BCNA this year! From
levels of the organisation, and
‘Pink Bun’ fundraising campaign
Thursday 30 April onwards,
the fact that this partnership
provides our bakeries and staff
Bakers Delight bakeries will
continues 15Below
years later!’
40mm lockup
with a sense of satisfaction
sell these beautiful Mother’s
says Lyn.
knowing that every dollar
Day cards for $5 or $10, which
raised goes towards BCNA’s
We encourage all of our members
will be donated directly to
work. Our partnership is a
to be a part of the campaign. You
BCNA to help with our work
leading corporate/community
can help support it by:
supporting those diagnosed
partnership – it’s part of our
• being a regular Bakers
with breast cancer.
culture, it’s part of who we are,’
Delight customer during the
says Roger, joint CEO of Bakers
campaign
Delight.
• visiting your local bakery and
Money raised by the Pink Bun
thanking them for supporting
campaign supports essential
BCNA
BCNA services, including the
• urging your family and friends
My Journey Kit. Earlier this year,PMS 208
PMS 226
PMS 547, PMS 226
to buy a pink bun or two
BCNA sent out the 100,000th
• putting a donation in the Pink
My Journey Kit, an achievement
Bun tin on the counter or buy
that would not have been
a Mother’s Day card
possible without the generous

Mother’s Day
cards for BCNA

Breast Cancer Network Australia
gratefully acknowledges our
partnership with Bakers Delight

www.bcna.org.au
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Share your experiences
with researchers

Join our
mailing list
Would you like to be on the
mailing list for The Beacon or
The Inside Story (a supplement
for women with secondary
breast cancer)? To subscribe,
telephone 1800 500 258, email
beacon@bcna.org.au or visit
www.bcna.org.au > Resources.

One of the ways you can share
your experience of breast cancer
is by joining BCNA’s Review &
Survey Group.
This is a group of more than
2,500 BCNA members who have
volunteered to participate in
research projects, focus groups
and online surveys.

the BEACON

Researchers often contact
BCNA to connect with women
who may be interested in
participating in their research.
BCNA reviews each project to
ensure it is high-quality research
that will have real outcomes
for women. We email Review
& Survey Group members with
opportunities to participate.
Recent projects have included
women’s experiences
of lymphoedema, pain
management and dating after a
diagnosis.
My experiences are used to benefit
others, and are therefore not lost.
Some of the studies also reaffirm
just how much I’ve grown since
diagnosis and how well I’ve
handled the whole experience.

Participating in cancer studies
helps me do this more often than
I would otherwise. – Karen
There is no obligation to take
part in any project, and we never
pass your details to researchers
without your consent.
After my breast cancer journey
I wanted to do something more.
Review & Survey Group has given
me this chance. It’s easy, I decide
what I want to do, and I can do it
in my own time. – Margaret
Researchers who promote their
research through Review &
Survey Group highly value the

BCNA
293 Camberwell Road,
Camberwell, Victoria 3124
1800 500 258, (03) 9805 2500
beacon@bcna.org.au or
www.bcna.org.au

contributions of women in the
group.
Since BCNA sent the email about
my study to Review & Survey
Group members, we have received
a whopping 434 responses in
less than a week. That is simply
amazing! What a fabulous and
kind group of people to share their
stories with us. – Researcher,
The University of Adelaide
To join BCNA’s Review & Survey
Group, please visit
www.bcna.org.au or email
policy@bcna.org.au.

Seeking stories – ‘I never thought I would ... ’
We are seeking stories for the
Spring 2015 issue of The Beacon
about the things you have done
since being diagnosed with
breast cancer that you never
thought you would.
Tell us if you have made friends
you may otherwise never have
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met, taken up a new activity,
travelled to new places, or had
experiences that you could never
have imagined, as a result of
your journey with breast cancer.

Layout: SUBStitution

The printing of
The Beacon is kindly
supported by Australian
Paper.

Printed on Australian-made
ENVI 50/50 recycled paper

293 Camberwell Rd, Camberwell
3124 or emailed to
beacon@bcna.org.au by the end
of June 2015. Please also include
a high-resolution photo.

The stories should be about half
a page long (200–300 words)
and can be posted to BCNA,
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